
 Scoring a Bronze Cyber Lion in the website/microsite category at last 
month's Cannes International Advertising Festival on the strength of its 
Smart Grid "Ecomagination" 3D augmented reality experience, GE is hardly 
resting on its creative laurels as evidenced by the recent rollout of its "Living 
Portraits" initiative. While the Bronze Lion-winning effort came from Goodby, 
Silverstein & Partners, San Francisco, helping it to earn the 2009 Cannes 
Interactive Agency of the Year mantle, GE has collaborated this time with 
BBDO New York on "Living Portraits" which literally enables people to see 
the company in action as it helps to address and solve some of our world's biggest challenges.   
 On http:/www.ge.com/today, viewers can access live feeds from Germany, Japan, Brazil and the U.S. In 
New Jersey we see work in cell analysis underscoring the benefits realized through the company's healthcare 
technologies. In Japan we get a handle on how GE generates electrical power and helps to illuminate the 
globe. Wind energy is front and center stage in Germany, and GE's water desalination breakthroughs are the 
focus in Brazil. These activities can all be witnessed live, in real time and in HD.   
 The streaming of this live video has also been made available via a series of rich media banners on 
select sites such as those for CNN, CNBC, Reuters, Bloomberg and MSNBC. At press time the campaign was 
winding down in the U.S. and Europe after a late May/early June start. Now "Living Portraits" is being launched 
in Brazil for about a month-and-a-half run.   
 Ed Downing, leader, online advertising and new media for GE, said that he and Jen Walsh, GE's global 
director, digital media, wanted to reflect the depth and breadth of the GE story by expanding the depth and 
breadth of how to best tell that story. "Jen and I want to go beyond banners and buttons," related Downing. "We 
are continually testing the online landscape as we did with Smart Grid ['Ecomagination'], which wound up 
getting recognized at Cannes."    Downing credited BBDO with coming up with a "today"-driven concept, which 
spawned the ambitious "Living Portraits" initiative showing first hand what GE is doing in the four corners of the 
globe. "While other companies are talking about innovation changing the world ten years from now, twenty 
years from now, we have innovation yielding results today in terms of energy, healthcare and environmental 
solutions," said Downing. "'Living Portraits' takes us to GE's wind farm in Germany, for example, allowing 
people to see live what's going on."    Those viewers whose curiosity is piqued can click on a link to get more 
information, and beyond that can then access an Ecomagination website which chronicles varied GE             
developments that positively impact the world at large.   
 Arturo Aranda, senior creative director at BBDO New York, noted that there were logistical challenges 
that had to be met in order to breathe life into "Living Portraits." "There is an abundance of web cams out there 
but not professional grade web cam vendors," said Aranda. "We auditioned a number of them and ended up 
with the guys at EarthCam [Hackensack, N.J.]. We worked closely with them in terms of the set-up of the    
cameras, and of course the compositions of the views worldwide were carefully considered."   
 "Each part of the world had different challenges. For instance in New Jersey [for GE's cell 
analysis/healthcare research] we were able to get a direct HD feed through land lines," continued Aranda. "But 
for the wind farm in Germany, we had to get a special satellite hookup directly to the webcam there. Setting up 
live streaming broadcasts in HD in different parts of the world is no easy task but a remarkable way to       
showcase what GE is doing all globally."   
 Downing affirmed, "The Smart Grid execution and 'Living Portraits' reflect the benchmark we set for 
ourselves. You have to look for new innovative ways to use digital technology and media. The nature of the 
market is you have to always push the envelope in this space."
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